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THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG GAZETTE

A STRIKING, BOLD, IMAGINATIVE
INITIATIVE
The University of WoUongong's Business and Technology Complex

U

niversity-industry collaboration has
in recent years become a catchphrase
at The University of Wollongong.
Justly so, for the University has established
an enviable reputation in recognising the
demand for close links with industry,
particularly in the areas of technology and
research and development. Evidence of this
is to be seen in the formation of research
centres within the ambit of the University.
Each of these centres has a specific area of
concentration. Each aims to develop products
and processes which have direct applied and
commercial application.
Two major initiatives which aid co-operation
between industry and the University are:
Wollongong Uniadvice Limited—the consulting and research company, which links the
needs of the community with the academic
and research skills of the University.
And The lUawarra Technology Centre—an
incubation facility which has as its primary
focus the commercial development, manufacture and marketing of products and
processes.
The natural progression is to build on these
initiatives by means of a purpose-built
complex which can be used by the private
sector to undertake research, design, development, engineering activities leading to
manufacture.
This process is now under way with the
development of what is known as Campus
East, or more accurately now, as the site of
The University of Wollongong Business and
Technology Complex—Phase II.
The advantages—and the promise—of such
a complex are such as to take the breath away.
The most obvious is the ease with which
special projects can be instigated and for
which support facilities are available in the
University.
Obvious examples which spring to mind are
science laboratories, computers, specialised
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scientific equipment—and, of course, the
major advantage of day-by-day interaction
with the University community. Already
moves have been made to attract overseas
involvement in the complex. The University's
Business Manager, Mr Jim Langridge, has
made contact with business leaders in the US
and Britain and inspected similarly based—
and highly successful—facilities linked with
universities in Scotland and England.
Site of the proposed complex. Campus East,
is a satellite of the main campus. It comprises
an area of 13 hectares, owned by the University. It is only minutes away from the
Wollongong Central Business District, and
main-road and rail links to Sydney—and as
a plus for executives and their employees
living at present in cold, grey-sky climates,
the complex is close to some of the best
beaches in Australia.
The combination of the site's physical
advantages and the University's commitment
to active co-operatipn with the commercial
sector makes it more than an attractive
proposition for any company considering
expanding its operations in the Wollongong
area, or entering it for the first time.
In many ways the University has always been
closely linked to business and industry.
Initially it provided a centre of higher
learning for the people of the NSW South
Coast region, particularly serving the
educational needs of those entering the
industries which give the region its financial
base—BHP's steelmaking plant and associated industries centred in the adjoining
town of Port Kembla.
Wollongong has all the characteristics to
foster economic development in new technologies. Far from being overshadowed
because of its proximity to Sydney,
Wollongong uses this apparent drawback and
has achieved a steady increase in the pace of
growth that has established it as one of the
major engines of economic growth in the
nation.
The City Council is anxious to facilitate new
development, and with a strong and experienced Lord Mayor, has managed to attract
a number of new building and industrial
developments to the area. This is largely a
result of strong co-operation between the City
Council and those who seek to strengthen the
city by taking their new developments to its
environs. There is within the Council an
economic development office to assist new
industry. Recognising that time is a valuable
commodity in the world of commerce,
development proposals are considered
without delay. These City Council attributes

are strengthened by the active assistance
willingly given by local members of the State
and Federal parliaments.
Criteria for companies seeking to be located
at the complex include the type of production
technology of the firm (eg, no heavy or largescale manufacturing on site); the sophistication of the technology base of the firm
(eg, computer and electronic products manufacture, software development, research
divisions of pharmaceutical firms, genetic
engineering); government regulation on
environmental factors; existence of complementary or related industries in the region;
availability of skilled and unskilled labour in
the region; the professional and academic
expertise associated with the complex and
whether industry activity is matched by an
appropriate discipline in the University.
Finance and management
The University of Wollongong will manage
the complex through a University Corporation with representatives of other interests on
the Board of Directors. Parcels of land will
be leased into company or joint-venture
structures to allow a variety of means of
financing and constructing buildings.
Buildings will be provided by grants from
governments (federal, state or local), a
combination of grants and loans, joint or
private ventures.
As well as housing research and development
facilities the complex will offer a fuU
conference centre and hotel facilities. These
will complement the School of Tourism
which will be established as part of the
complex.
Development of the complex is supported by
all levels of government and private industry.
Benefits to companies
The manifold benefits to companies which
decide to participate in the project are many.
The costs involved in obtaining access to
scientific libr£iries and specialised equipment
are high and may otherwise be quite uneconomic for individual organisations. Such
costs can be reduced markedly through involvement in such a complex; co-operative
research in specific areas can reduce such
costs even more.
Co-operative efforts act to stimulate technologists in the performance of their work,
thus providing an increase in the quantity and
quality of results obtained. Participants in the
complex will be in a unique position in being
able to access expertise through the personnel
available within the University—staff and
students. Companies will therefore be able
to identify the most promising postgraduate
and undergraduate students—a factor which
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Architect's drawing of the proposed Business and Technology Complex at Campus East

will place them in a favourable position to
recruit graduates.
The access which company staff will enjoy,
in relation to the sporting, social and cultural
activities of the University community, provides a much more stimulating and enjoyable
work environment than would be possible in
other situations. Such informal contact also
helps company staff to keep informed of the
most recent advances in their fields.
It will be a culmination of the initiatives
undertaken in an effort to develop and
maintain links between the University,
business and industry. It is in the best
interests of all parties involved (and the
nation) for enhanced co-operation in all areas
of research and development.
Benefits to the University
Although an economical rent will be charged,
the income is not the reason for the establishment of the complex. The presence of
companies and their staffs broadens the
horizon of academic life. It will help maintain a close understanding between the University and industry, so benefiting teaching
programs, in both type and content, and at
undergraduate and postgraduate levels. As
the relevancy and applicability of teaching
programs are maintained, the University will
benefit by attracting the brighter students,
thus further enhancing its reputation.
The University may also benefit by expanding
its involvement with the private sector in joint

research programs and in the area of contract
research. Such involvement provides a
stimulus to academic staff to maintain an
edge on the academic enterprise. And this
aids both their teaching and their motivation
in identifying areas of research which have
direct industrial applications. It also helps in
the identification of applied problems which
require further research.
The reciprocal actions of non-academic staff

being exposed to seminars and lectures on the
latest developments in their areas, and the
possibility of guest lectures being given by
staff from private enterprise to reveal
different points of view and experience, also
benefit the University as a whole.
The opportunity to make a positive contribution towards the University and industry
presents an exciting ideal and is to the clear
benefit of both.

The University of Wollongong will pay
graduate tax for meritorious students
he University of Wollongong has
announced yet another move, in a
T
package of initiatives, to attract
students from diverse backgrounds and
having varied talents.
The University will undertake to pay
the graduate tax charge for those
students who are awarded meritorious
scholarships—to study In one of the
University's Faculties.
The Meritorious Scholarship Scheme
was in,troduced in 1987 and is offered
on the basis of the trial Higher School
Certificate results.
Recipients of an award to begin studies
in 1989 will receive

• Free accommodation at a University
residence—approximately $3880 a
year.
• Payment of University Union,
Recreation and Sports Association
fees—some $270 a year.
• Prepayment by the University of the
graduate tax—some $1,530 a year.
Total value—approximately $5,680.
The benefits will continue each year of
the course, while the meritorious
student is performing satisfactorily.
Applications were received last year
from all over NSW, as well as from
other states. Recipients of the
scholarship had aggregates in excess of
400.
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Outlook is for
dynamic period of
further growth.. .\
by the Vice-Chancellor

T

he Australian higher-education
system is in the middle of one of
the more dynamic periods of its
history. The major changes foreshadowed
by the federal government, first in the
Green Paper (November 1987) and
subsequently confirmed in the White
Paper (August 1988), continue to be hotly
debated, while the federal government and
some state governments are moving on
reform agendas.
Some aspects of the federal proposals
have not provoked debate. Elimination of
the artificial binary divide between
universities and colleges will not cause
many regrets, although there are very real
distinctions between institutions which

must not be glossed over. To equate many
of the colleges with universities, as some
have tried to do, would inevitably result
in a weakening of the system.
Likewise the substantial increases in
funding achieved by the federal minister,
Mr Dawkins, in the August 1988 budget
will allow growth at reasonable per
student rates rather than the marginal
dollars of recent years. The scarcity of
capital funds which has so hampered
higher-education development has been
overcome with a generous allocation of
funds for the 1989-91 triennium.
The government wants to see another
round of amalgamations, roughly halving
the number of institutions. Some

Courses for tomorrow's high fliers
University enters into joint venture for commercial
fee-pa{;ing Institute
The University of Wollongong and a large
finance-sector corporation—Computations
Pty Ltd—have agreed in principle to a joint
venture to form a commercial fee-paying
training institute to promote four levels of
education and training for finance-sector
personnel—tomorrow's highfliersin the big
financial corporations.
The institute is to be known as the
Computations Institute.
This joint venture requires the University to
control and accredit all the Institute's education and training programs, including hiring
and training of academic staff. Computations Pty Ltd will control the administrative
and commercial aspects of the venture.
At the formal award level (eg, degree,
graduate diploma) the proposal uses the
present academic awards, but will need the
creation of specific electives to suit graduates
for work in the corporate finance sector.

The proposal is funded by either student fees
or corporate sponsorship/scholarship; ie, all
activity will occur by specific full cost additional funding to the School and to the
Faculty.
Behind the venture in the University are
Mr Ian Carter, general manager of
Wollongong Uniadvice Ltd,
the
research/consulting arm of the University,
and Dr Michael Hough, head of the School
of Administrative Studies. They will control
and accredit all the Institute's education and
training programs and recruitment.
An Australian multinational. Computations
designs and implements business systems for
the international financial services industry.
It has recognised that growth in their area was
stifled because of shortages of skilled people.
Four levels of training will be provided:

amalgamations are sensible. There has
been little rationale for two highereducational institutions in places such as
Armidale and Newcastle, and presumably
they will have to amalgamate. The
proposals do not affect Wollongong,
which is already of a reasonable size
(approximately 8,000 students; 6,200
EFTS) having amalgamated with the
Wollongong Institute of Education in
1982 and expanded very rapidly since. In
any case the only sensible possibility
would be amalgamation with our nearest
neighbour, the Macarthur Institute, which
has a great desire to develop on its own.
Unless the state government, which
controls the legislation governing both
institutions, decides to give a push to
amalgamations and forces the Issue, it is
unlikely that either institution will be
affected. Wollongong has not had any
overtures from federal authorities
concerning
amalgamations
and,
accordingly, is not expecting any pressure
for change.
The University will continue to grow and
diversify during the 1989-91 triennium.
Recent discussions with Department of
Employment, Education and Training
officials resulted in planning for
expansion of 450-500 EFTS during the
triennium, alrnost exactly in line with our
own wishes. Federal officials have
pencilled in costings for these extra
students at satisfactory rates and have
indicated that a beginning will be made
towards redressing the gross underfunding which Wollongong University has
suffered for over a decade. The proposals
do not go far enough as the University has
been more than 13 per cent under-funded

Short Course Career Entry
An intensive six-months full-time program
for HSC qualified applicants (or equivalent).
The course will train them to become finance
sector trainee junior business programmers.
Degree Level Career Entry
A 'fast track' sandwich-mode method of
study to produce graduates with work
experience and a B.Comm. (Business Systems
Analysis) with a finance sector elective
specialisation, who can function as financesector analysts programmers.
Professional Retraining into Business
Systems (1)
A finance-sector-focused retraining program
for suitably qualified graduates, to enable
them to function as finance-sector-analysts
programmers.
Career Tf-aining for Finance Sector Corporate
Personnel
Career development and career extension
training for selected finance sector corporate
personnel, especially in the fields of
management training and advanced business
systems training.
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in comparison to the average of funding
(which, of course, means that the gap
between ourselves and those best funded
is as much as 25 per cent). They will,
however, allow us to plan for 1989 without
contemplating a budget deficit of $1.7
million, as seemed likely on the figures
previously given to the University. It now
seems likely that there will be a few
additional staffpositions, alleviating some
of the worst shortages.
On the capital side there are prospects for
at least another major building of the
order of $7 million during the triennium
and possibly a start on a second. The
University's policy ofplanning ahead and
having designs ready pays off when there
is a sharp increase in capital funds, as at
present.
There are also prospects for additions to our student residences, allowing
us to revive the earlier planning for an
Anglican-Catholic students' college on a
site adjoining Robsons Road. We are
bidding for refurbishment funds for
the Union Hall and for Campus East,
hoping to achieve at least one of these.
Independently, plans are finally going
ahead to build a heated 50-metre
swimming pool as part of the recreation
complex. The University will find the
funds over two years, and the Sports
Association will be responsible for ''
running it. Together these developments,
along with Stage II of the Technology
Centre, which will go to tender this year,
mean that the campus will have a good
range of facilities by the end of the decade.
In short, the overall outlook for
Wollongong, in the wake of the White
Paper, confirms our position as a

university with an excellent and still
it is determined to see that more of the
rapidly increasing reputation, one which research effort results in visible benefits
has continuing strong government and
to Australia. I believe both goals are
public support. That part of the outcome
proper and unquestionably worthy of our
of the changes is very satisfying.
support. Consequently I have tried to
position the University as supporting the
Much more controversy surrounds the
government's planning and administrative general goals of the government while
arrangements. It formally requires institu- questioning vigorously some of the educational assumptions underlying those goals
tions joining a 'Unified National System'
of higher education, submitting teaching and the over-bureaucratised methods of
and research profiles and contracting to bringing about change.
meet those targets and a series of other
In essence the government has substituted
equity, staffing and management
increased and detailed bureaucratisation,
requirements.
substantially diminishing the remaining
Wollongong University has not had any autonomy of universities, for the power
trouble with the substance of any of these of ideas and vision. It assumes institutions
would not voluntarily and enthusiastically
requirements. In fact, many parallel
embrace a vision splendid and has, in
practices, such as staff assessment and
detailed regular planning, are already in effect, embraced the alternative, that is to
make institutions conform. The approach
place here. The objections, from all
will work, but d will diminish us all,
directions and growing louder on the
national scene, are to the intrusiveness of including the government. It is not a
simple matter to determine what content
the federal government, that is, to the
long-range threats to autonomy. There is and approach to education, nor what
balance of students in disciplines, will
no doubt that the federal government is
being more directive and that its officials most contribute to the development of
often blunder insensitively into situations Australia. Universities have been working
they know little about, as has been shown assiduously on these matters, with
reasonable success. It would be nice to be
with the research profiles. There is no
doubt either that the health of the higher- more like partners in the new era than
regarded as recalcitrants to be whipped
education system will depend on those
same officials, and ultimately the Minister into line. One hopes for more maturity in
and the government, developing a better the next phase.
system of checks and balances which
That said, the overall outlook is for a
provide for more restraint.
dynamic period of further growth and
On the other hand, claims of threats to
assumption of some leadership responsihumanities disciplines are vastly
bilities for Wollongong University. It is an
exaggerated. Universities will not be asked exciting period.
to contract or abolish non-utilitarian
subjects. The government does want more
students in disciplines in short supply, and Ken McKinnon

Gift of Japanese
works of art

During the month of August, Professor
Worner received honours for his work in two
widely differing fields.
On August 15 the Newcastle Branch of The
Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy conducted a 'Howard Worner
Symposium' to recognise Professor Worner's
contributions to advances in pyrometallurgy
(high-temperature smelting and refining).
One hundred and twenty-four metallurgists
from all over Australia attended, many of
them former students, colleagues or associates of Professor Worner. This is only the
fifth time that a symposium has been named
in recognition of a living metallurgist.
On August 31 a similar function was held in
Melbourne to pay tribute to Professor
Worner's initiation of research in this country
into dental and surgical materials. The
pioneering work began in 1938 in the
Metallurgy and Dental Schools of the
University of Melbourne.
Professor Worner has been awarded the Allan
Docking Medal of the International Association for Dental Materials Research.

rofessor Howard Worner, CBE, Director
of the Microwave AppUcations Research
P
Centre at the University, has presented the
University with a superb collection of
Japanese works of art.
The collection includes prints and original
works by leading Japanese artists from the
18th century to contemporary times. Most of
the works were presented to Professor
Worner—an admirer of oriental art—during
his term of office as the Chairman of the
Victorian Brown Coal Council.
The exquisite nature of the collection is an
indication of the high esteem in which he was
held by the Japanese.
Professor Worner is interested in contributing
to other aspects of the University community
apart from science and engineering. He is,
of course, playing a pioneering role in the
development of microwave energy. And he is
also providing funds for an annual sculpture
competition, with the winning works to be
permanently displayed on the campus.

Professor Howard Worner at the presentation
ceremony with part of his valuable collection
(picture courtesy The Advertiser)
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Atmospheric Chemistry at
The University of Wollongong

T

he greenhouse effect, stratospheric
ozone, acid rain; 15 years ago, these
words meant nothing to anyone but a
small community of atmospheric scientists.
Nowadays they are words on everyone's lips,
concerns being discussed in public, political
and governmental forums at all levels. How
much hotter will the earth become? By how
much will the sea level rise? What will be the
effects of these changes? Will the antarctic
ozone hole grow? Is there an arctic ozone
hole? What should we do about chlorofluorocarbons? Does Australia have an acid
rain problem? Is nuclear winter really a
threat? And perhaps most importantly, what
can we do about it?
There is no doubt that these are changes to
our planet which we ourselves have brought
about, through increasing population and
industrial activity. They will not go away, so
we had better know what we are doing. Until
1970, atmospheric chemistry was an interesting pursuit for a handful of academic scientists. Then the potential threat to the stratospheric ozone layer from high-flying supersonic aircraft was recognised, and atmospheric chemistry research has never looked
back. The task is to understand the chemistry of the atmosphere; it is a big task, and
despite nearly 20 years of increasingly intensive international research we stiU do not have
all the answers. But we need them if we are
to manage our planet and our atmospheric
environment properly.
Understanding atmospheric chemistry requires that, for each chemical species, we
know all about how it gets into the atmosphere, what chemical transformations it
undergoes, how it is transported around
by the general circulation, and how it is
eventually removed. Although the atmosphere is over 99 per cent nitrogen, oxygen and
argon, it is the rest, the trace gases, which
determine the chemistry, and there are
hundreds of them. We now have a fairly good
idea of the overall structure of atmospheric
chemistry, but issues such as the antarctic
ozone hole serve to illustrate that we still have
a way to go.
We burn so much fossil fuel each year that
atmospheric carbon jdio^ide levels are
measurably increasing; this is the primary
cause of the greenhouse effect. But globally
there is almost as much other biomass, matter derived from living and recently dead
plants, burnt annually in agriculture,
deforestation, bushfires and waste management. These fires inject not only more carbon dioxide, but also a vast array of other
chemical species into the atmosphere.
In the Chemistry Department at The University of Wollongong research in atmospheric
chemistry is centred on measurements of the
chemical composition of the flames and
plumes of biomass fires such as bushfires.
From these measurements we can assess the

The sample, still at -196°C, is then analysed
with the highly sensitive FTIR spectrometen
Front cover Dr David Griffith at work on a
This technique can measure a wide range of
vacuum line in his laboratory in the Department efChemisty. The glass vacuum line is species whose concentrations are only one
part in 10,000,000,000 or less in the
used for transferring gas samples, making
accurate calibration mixtures, and general atmosphere.
gas handling in research into atmospheric
The Department's research interests extend
trace-gas chemistry.
also to the development of other new and
powerful techniques for atmospheric trace
gas analysis based on the use of modern
spectroscopic methods such as FTIR. Perimpact of biomass burning both on local haps the most interesting of these is FTIR
atmospheric pollution and on the global emission spectroscopy, in which the heat
budgets of trace gas species.
radiated by a hot flame or plume is analysed
These measurements are carried out pre- spectrally to determine its composition. This
dominantly using an analysis technique is a remote sensing technique, which has the
which we have developed ourselves based on great advantage that a fire or plume can be
state-of-the-art Fourier Transform Infrared studied from afar, without any need to dive
(FTIR) spectroscopy. Samples are first col- into the fire to collect samples, and no interlected in the field by trapping and freezing ference in the sample itself. In the coming
out the trace gases in the air at liquid nitro- year we hope to test out this technique on
gen temperature (-I96°C). This effectively some real (but controlled!) bushfires.
coUects most species of interest while not al(Dr) David Griffith
lowing them to react further with each other.
Department of Chemistry

AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS
pen Day at Wollongong University—on in the Automation and Engineering ApplicaO
Sunday August 28—was by any stan- tions Centre, the 50 or so Apple Macintoshes
dard a total success. The event attracted an to play with in the Computer Centre, and
estimated number of between 9,000 and
11,000 visitors.
While Open Day traditionally draws large
contingents from Sydney, the tout ensemble
from the State capital appeared on this
occasion even stronger than usual.
Many of the influx were youngsters, not all
of them accompanied by their parents, and
come to Wollongong to research the University as a potential place for tertiary study.
The staff of four at the Course Inquiry
Centre in the Administration Building were
besieged, working with their backs to the
wall, dealing with inquiries from potential
students. The queue started forming at nine
o'clock and there was no slacking-off until
five o'clock. Many of the potential students
were from Sydney, the Riverina, the ACT and
the South Coast.
Nor could a single visitor have gone away
disappointed. The day's program of events
was well planned, and undoubtedly interesting to potential students, their companions
and parents. Full marks must be awarded to
University staff for the impression they
conveyed—an impression of friendly caring
and of interest and enthusiasm for what they
were doing.
Variety was endless, from recitals of Chopin
by the Chopin Society, and a performance
by Don Harper's Big Band in the Union,
demonstrations of theatre,filmand television
by the EngUsh Department, to robots at work

'fun tests'—with an imaginative, educational
twist—in many departments. The conducted
tours and occasional lectures drew
enthusiastic comment. The new amphitheatre
close by the Administration Building, and
performances by the School of Creative Arts,
entranced young visitors. Even the weather
played a part. The day was cool but net cold
and the odd threat of rain never came to
anything.

Hundreds of tomorrow's students besieged
the Course Inquiry Centre for virtually the
entire day.
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identified a set of principles underlying how
children learnt to talk. We then isolated the
factors and tried to put them together in a
way teachers could understand.'
The theories made sense to education
authorities, who began to put them into
practice in classrooms—but among some
groups they created a furore.
They claimed that under the new method,
children were not learning to spell correctly
and advocated a return to the technique
where words were learnt, letter by letter.
Said Professor Cambourne, 'There are many
people in the community who don't
understand what we are doing. They have
very old-fashioned views of what education
is.'
After his four years at The University of
Wollongong, Brian Cambourne and his
colleagues have conducted a lot more 'on-theground' research.
For instance, his Centre has used a $184,920
Children at work: Brian Cambourne's techniques are based on the premise that youngsters
NSW Education Department grant to
should learn to read and write In much the same way as they learn to talk
evaluate teacher-training courses in literacy.
It is not being done the easy way by
distributing questionnaires. Educational
anthropology has swung back into action and
the researchers, including Professor
Cambourne, spend hours every week in
classrooms listening to the way reading and
writing are being taught and quizzing both
teachers and pupils.
As Brian Cambourne says, it is expensive
sat with a group of colleagues and asked what research. The Centre has so far attracted
Ihe man who wants to change the
was the most powerful example of learning $300,000 from outside the University—
way our children learn to read and
mainly from governments.
they could think of.
write, Associate Professor Brian
One of the most perplexing questions the
Cambourne, grimaces now when he recalls
They agreed that while many children had
research team is now working on is how to
how he used to teach spelling. 'I'd take ten
difficulty learning to read and write, most
help teachers reach out to disadvantaged
to 20 words and spend 20 minutes a day
learnt very fast the language of the culture
pupils—children who simply don't want to
drilling them into the children. I remember
into which they were born.
learn to read and write because of their home
after what I thought was a really good
'We realise that we never learn anything as
environment.
spelling lesson saying in the staff room: "I
complex as language in our lives. So we had
really pounded the words into the kids'
an inkling of a model,' says Professor It is all to do with what he calls 'engaging';
heads." I never worked out why the children
when a teacher demonstrates something, a
Cambourne.
got almost perfect marks in dictation tests
pupil may not learn if it doesn't seem worth
The next step was to work out how children while.
but seemed continually to mis-spell the same
learnt language. So for the next 3i/2 years,
words in other writing.'
Professor Cambourne became an education Professor Cambourne worked out a little of
Now Professor Cambourne, head of
anthropologist, unobstrusively observing and his theory of why people do not 'engage'
Wollongong University's Centre for Studies
recording very young children in the daily ebb staring out his office window at the hangin Literacy, guides teachers in methods based
and flow of their language interaction with glider pilots who used to jump off Mt Keira.
on different premises.
parents, siblings, relatives, teachers and peers. Although he thought they were spectacular,
His techniques are now based on the theory
'When we put all the data together we he was not interested enough to want to do
it himself and could not concentrate enough
that children should learn to read and wi-ite
to notice how a hang-glider was built or how
in much the same way as they learn to speak;
it worked.
by being surrounded by written words, by
receiving demonstrations of how reading and
He translated the three reasons he found for
writing are done, by being encouraged to
not 'engaging' himself to why children may
approximate, and receiving feedback about
not learn to read and write effectively.
The Gazette is published by The University
the appropriateness of these approximations.
'They don't see themselves as potential
of Wollongong in the second half of April,
'By doing this, teachers are replicating those
readers
or writers. They are not convinced it
July, October and December.
conditions which existed when children learnt
will further the purposes of their lives—some
The content is chiefly concerned with
to talk—they immerse them in text. They're
Aboriginal communities are not convinced
University research but other University
always demonstrating—writing and thinking
news and developments are given a place,
that white man's literacy will further the
out loud in front of the youngsters,' he
too.
purposes of their lives.
explained.
The journal is distributed to all graduates
'And in some situations the consequences of
of the University, and to the Friends of the
The story of how Professor Cambourne
making a mistake are frightening, so they
University as well of course as to staff.
traded in now-outdated methods for the techdon't try,' he said.
Copies are also sent to certain government
niques now incorporated in the curricula of
instrumentaUties and the appropriate
Working out how to rectify that is a huge
State Education Departments around
section of the media.
challenge. Sdd one boy at a school in
Australia is a learning lesson in itself.
The next issue will appear on December 15;
Sydney's Mt Druitt which Professor
it will close for press on November 14.
Some ten years ago, searching for a theory
Cambourne visits regularly, 'Only wimps
of literacy education. Professor Cambourne
write'.
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Approximately 80 per cent of all people aged
65 and over have some form of cataract.
More than 500,000 cataract operations are
performed each year in the USA. Each operation costs between $10,000 and $15,000.
The National Institutue of Health (USA)
estimates that if a therapy could be discovered
which simply delayed the need for surgery by
ten years, the saving would be in excess of
US$600 million a year in medical costs alone.
With an increasing proportion of elderly
people in the population this disease will
assume an even greater importance in the
future.
Dr Truscott's laboratory is the only one in
Australia which is trying to discover the cause
of senile cataract. The basic approach is to
compare normal and cataract human lenses
at the molecular level. Some of the research
is performed in collaboration with Dr
Stephen Pyne's group in the Department of
Chemistry.
Close links are maintained with the
Department of Clinical Ophthalmology, The
University of Sydney, and the 'Save Sight and
Eye Health Institute' headed by Professor
Frank Billson.
Human lenses are provided by the Sydney Eye
Hospital and the lUawarra Private Hospital.
The research en senile nuclear cataract is
supported by a grant from the National
Health and Medical Research Council of
Australia.
Dr TruscoU in his laboratory

To study eye
technology
enior Lecturer in the Department of
Chemistry, Dr Roger Truscett, has been
awarded a prestigious grant from the Royal
Society and the Australian Academy of
Science. The grant has enabled Dr Truscett
to visit the University of East Anglia later to
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learn the technique of human lens organ
culture, work which has been pioneered by
Dr George Duncan in the Department of
Biological Sciences. The technique allows the
study of lens metabolism in lenses extracted
from patients suffering from cataract.
Senile cataract is a common disease in elderly
people. It is characterised by a clouding of
the lens of the eye which impairs vision and
can lead to blindness.
There is at present no known way of
preventing cataract and no cure ether than
surgical removal of the lens.

New learning initiative for the region
English-language courses for overseas students
Centre for the teaching of English to
students from overseas countries has
been established in The University of Wollongong. Its (rather tautological) title is 'The
Wollongong EngUsh Language Centre in The
University of Wollongong'.
The Centre's Managing Director is Professor
Peter Reusch, a Deputy Vice-Chancellor of
the University and, appropriately, an
acknowledged authority in the teaching of
English. Professor Rousch is, for example, a
consultant to the International Development
Program en Teaching English as a Second
Language. He has been a consultant to the
Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee en
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English Language Teaching in South-East
Asia. And, added to this. Professor Rousch
has made many visits to overseas countries—
particularly to South-East Asia—so that he
has what might well be a unique understanding of the needs of language learners
from our near-neighbour countries.
Students will have access to the University's
modern library and Curriculum Centre. The
most relevant and modern methods of
instruction will be used, with particular stress
on reading, writing and listening.
The Centre is being operated by Wollongong
Uniadvice Limited.

Work begins on
University theatre
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ork has begun at the western end of
the University campus en a theatre
which will be a top technical teaching space
for the School of Creative Arts. It will also
serve as a versatile performance and
exhibition area for the University and local
community.
The technical equipment to be installed will
enable students to go into any theatre and net
be surprised. Designed to seat 100 people, the
space can be converted into either a
proscenium-arch theatre or a theatre-in-thereund, or seats can be quickly packed to
-provide an exhibition space or practice area.
The building will be linked to the existing
music auditorium by a common foyer.
In spite of scarce resources, architects
Graham, Bell and Bowman and the University's Buildings and Grounds Department
have ingeniously extended existing facilities
to produce a flexible multi-purpose complex.
And since no single area can cater for the
diverse needs of modern theatre, this complex
will complement the lUawarra Performing
Arts Centre and Theatre South's Bridge
Street Theatre, which students will continue
to use.

